
 

       PRESS RELEASE 
The Oxford Social Inclusion Cup 2017 kicks off 10 October 11-3pm, to raise awareness of 
people suffering mental distress and people experiencing homelessness. 

 Streets Revolution CIC, in partnership with Oxfordshire Football Association is hosting a 6-a-
side football tournament on Monday 10 October at Oxford City FC,Marsh Lane, Oxford, 11am-
3pm, to mark World Homeless Day and World Mental Health Day. 

Teams from all sections of the community come together to raise awareness and show unity. 
Teams must be 6-a-side and players must be over 16. By entering a team, organisations can 
promote the work they do as well as make the event a positive experience for participants.  

The competition's message is 'More than Words', as Jon Regler, Chairman of Streets Revolu-
tion, explains: "The purpose of Streets Revolution is to give people something to associate 
themselves with, something to label themselves with that isn’t homelessness or mental health 
or any of the other negatives in their lives. Everyone who comes along has been harmed or 
marginalised by words in some way – whether through labels that society has decided to put 
on them or simply because of a lack positive, affirmative words in their lives." 

The tournament is partnering with KICK IT OUT, Oxfordshire County FA, Berks and Bucks 
County FAThe Big Yellow Storage, Access Sport,ABHM, SOLL Leisure,AGE UK to make this a 
great day for all. 
“We are excited that Kick It Out can support the Oxford Social Inclusion Cup as it showcases how football 
has the power to unite. It is really important that work like this is celebrated and highlighted and we hope 
that by doing this we can encourage other communities to come together in a similar way through football 
and break down barriers in our society.”
 
“Berks & Bucks FA and Oxfordshire FA are once again delighted to be involved with The Social Inclusion 
Cup, the annual event provides a great platform to raise awareness that sport and physical activity has a 
powerful and positive effect on mental health.”

“Oxfordshire Sport and Physical Activity (OxSPA) represents and supports organisations to provide sport 
and active recreation opportunities. We are pleased to be supporting Streets Revolution and partners to de-
liver the Oxford Social Inclusion cup, offering the community an opportunity to participate and reach their full 
potential.” 

 

 

 

 

To help the day go off with a bang, the organisers are looking for donations for goodie bags 
for the participants, for example shower gel, sports socks, key rings or pens. They also need 
donations of refreshments to serve throughout the event. 

To enter a team or to donate items, Contact Jon Regler on by email jon.regler@streetsrevolu-
tion.com or telephone 0771 3333 359.
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